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Foreword
In the summer of 1991, at the urging of President George Bush, Education Secretary Lamar
Alexander, and Deputy Secretary David Kearns, CEOs from major U.S. corporations launched
the New American Schools Development Corporation (NASDC). In so doing, they pledged to
spark a revolution in American education. NASDC would cast aside traditional ideas about schools
and apply a no-nonsense, business-savvy approach to support the design and deployment of “breakthe-mold” schools. All this would mark a sharp break from failed education experiments of the
past and from the constrained yet faddish nostrums that emerge from conventional sources of
education “reform.”
Ten years later, it is time to assess whether the organization those corporate leaders created — and
for which they had such high hopes — has fulfilled its mandate and lived up to its lofty promise.
We asked Jeffrey Mirel, a distinguished education historian at the University of Michigan, to
examine where New American Schools (NAS, as the organization is now named) came from, where
it is going, whether it has carried out its mission, and how successful it has been in improving
educational outcomes. The careful history of NAS that he has written is a fascinating, if rather
depressing, study of a new organization’s metamorphosis from revolutionary outsider to Beltway
insider, from bumptious upstart to establishment bulwark.
In this report, Professor Mirel traces the development of NAS from its origins as part of the BushAlexander-Kearns “America 2000” education-reform initiative, through the initial competition
among design proposals seeking funding, the selection and winnowing of designs, implementation,
evaluation, and scale-up.
He finds that NAS showed signs from the outset that it was headed for the education mainstream.
Observers noted that the initial request for proposals (RFP) process itself attracted and rewarded
established educators and familiar ideas, indeed, that nearly all the winning proposals shared similar
ideas and practices rooted in the progressive education movement that has long been the dominant
paradigm of American primary/secondary education. “Can you have a revolution via an RFP
process?” critics wondered.
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By 2001, NAS designs were in place in more than thirty-five hundred schools. But Mirel explains
that a series of studies published by RAND has found many of these schools still struggling to put
the core elements of the designs into place. “Don’t think that you can just buy this off-the-shelf
technology, plug it into a school, and then things will improve,” said one evaluator. Transforming a
school turns out to be hard work. And the jury is still out on whether most of the NAS designs
yield stronger achievement even when successfully implemented.
Today, however, with billions of federal dollars subsidizing its advance, the strategy known as
whole-school reform is a fixture of the U.S. education landscape. NAS did a great deal to bring that
situation about. This report explores how that happened and raises questions about just how desirable it is.
Jeffrey Mirel is the author of The Rise and Fall of an Urban School System: Detroit, 1907-81 and
coauthor, with David Angus, of The Failed Promise of the American High School, 1890-1995. In
January 2001, the Thomas B. Fordham Foundation published Professionalism and the Public Good:
A Brief History of Teacher Certification, a report which was begun by the late Dr. Angus and completed and edited by Professor Mirel. Readers interested in contacting Professor Mirel may write to
him at 4114 School of Education Building, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1259,
call him at 734-615-8983, or e-mail him at jmirel@umich.edu.
The Thomas B. Fordham Foundation is a private foundation that supports research, publications,
and action projects in elementary/secondary education reform at the national level and in the
Dayton area. Further information can be obtained at our web site (www.edexcellence.net) or by
writing us at 1627 K Street, NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20006. (We can also be e-mailed
through our web site.) This report is available in full on the foundation’s web site, and hard copies
can be obtained by calling 1-888-TBF-7474 (single copies are free). The foundation is neither
connected with nor sponsored by Fordham University.

Chester E. Finn, Jr., President
Thomas B. Fordham Foundation
Washington, D.C.
October 2001
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Executive Summary
The New American Schools Development Corporation (NASDC) was established in 1991.
A privately funded nonprofit organization, it was launched by CEOs from a number of major U.S.
corporations who were inspired — in large part by Lamar Alexander and David Kearns — to apply
their acumen and experience to the challenge of reforming American elementary/secondary
education. As part of President Bush’s America 2000 education strategy, the New American
Schools initiative was intended to create and deploy a series of break-the-mold schools that would
stimulate a wholesale redesign of U.S. education, replacing a failing old model with sparkling new
ones. Or so the founders hoped.
NASDC began by seeking innovative ideas for creating schools in which all students would meet
world-class standards; its request for proposals asked applicants to “assume that the schools we
have inherited did not exist.” Hundreds applied, and eleven design proposals were ultimately
selected for funding in 1992. While the initial popular response to the NASDC initiative was
positive, there was a small but vocal group of critics. On the left, some contended that this
business-oriented approach ignored more pressing education concerns like funding and the needs
of minorities. On the right, some argued that the RFP process was itself skewed to favor safe rather
than break-the-mold designs. In any event, most of the winning proposals came from well-known
educators with a record of past funding from government and foundation sources. The successful
proposals also shared many ideas and assumptions, rooted in the questionable philosophies and
practices of the progressive education movement of the early twentieth century. Critics noted that,
outside of a few schools serving elite students, progressive education has rarely fulfilled its
pedagogical promise and has been especially unsuccessful with children from disadvantaged backgrounds. Yet most of the designs that NASDC chose to support were cut from this education cloth.
In its first two years, NASDC struggled to raise funds, but a large grant from philanthropist Walter
Annenberg helped it stay afloat. As NASDC began to scale up its operations to reach more schools,
it hoped to move beyond the creation of model schools to the transformation of whole systems, a
strategy that dovetailed nicely with the Clinton administration’s efforts to promote “systemic”
reform. Between 1992 and 1995, nine NASDC-supported design teams installed their plans in
about 150 schools in nineteen states. In 1995, the organization reached agreements with two states
and eight large urban districts to implement larger-scale programs developed by the teams.
Implementation was anything but smooth, however. Design teams varied in the progress they made
in participating schools, in part because some designs focused on narrow changes in instruction and
curriculum while others sought to introduce broader reforms in school governance, reforms that
typically proved very difficult to implement. People in communities targeted by NASDC were
often deeply divided. Principals worried that there was a mismatch between the design teams’
student-centered approaches and the more traditional standards and tests being used by states and
districts. NASDC reformers gradually discovered how arduous it is to change existing schools.
Scale-up nevertheless continued and, by mid-1997, 553 schools were implementing NASDC
designs. (By then the organization had shortened its name to New American Schools, or NAS.)
Memphis was NAS’s marquee district, with nearly 30 percent of its schools adopting some form
of whole-school design by 1997. (Ultimately all schools in the district would be required to adopt
a design.) A study conducted by researchers at three universities found significantly greater
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achievement gains in the redesigned Memphis schools than in the others.
By late 1997, NAS was evolving into a clearinghouse of reform; instead of funding design teams
itself, it would help them become self-sufficient organizations capable of marketing and supporting
their own products. According to this plan, each team would not only have to sell itself; it would
also have to help find the funds for districts to use in paying for its services. The solution was
found in Washington, where an amendment to the 1998 Education Department appropriation
provided $150 million in grants to aid schools in adopting whole-school models of change that
had been proven effective. Known as “Obey-Porter money” after the two Congressmen who
brought it into existence (but formally called the Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration
Program), this meshed nicely with NAS, and all seven of the surviving NAS designs appeared on a
list of seventeen programs cited by the amendment as models that districts could adopt. NAS was
changing from an agency committed to operating outside the constraints of Washington into one
that depended on Washington for the success of its venture.
Critics noted at the time Obey-Porter was enacted that none of the NAS designs could provide
substantial evidence of effectiveness in improving achievement, and schools continued to have
difficulty implementing the designs. Nonetheless, by 2001 over thirty-five hundred schools nationwide were using NAS designs. A RAND study recalled that the original NASDC request for
proposals declared that the organization was “not interested in incremental changes that promise,
at best, modest improvements in student achievement compared to conventional classrooms or
schools.” Something far more momentous was expected. Yet evaluations of the designs (including
several by RAND) continued to find mixed results, with no dramatic achievement gains. In June
2001, based on his own study of the schools’ effectiveness, the Memphis superintendent announced
that he was abandoning the district’s six-year involvement with whole-school reform.
Yet NAS will probably weather this storm. Despite setbacks, whole-school reform has become
increasingly popular, and NAS has sought for itself an even greater role as the national leader of
this initiative. It created a “blue-ribbon panel” to set standards for communities adopting wholeschool designs and has helped launch an independent organization that is supposed to rate the
quality of school designs and other education interventions. NAS leaders play an active role in
debates about federal education policy — and are prominent lobbyists on Capitol Hill on behalf of
Obey-Porter and Title I dollars for whole-school programs. These developments provide evidence
that NAS is becoming an institution with deep roots inside the Beltway.
The heady predictions that surrounded the launch of NASDC — that it would bring about an
education revolution — have proved to be so much hype. Early on, this initiative foreswore
revolutionary ways and headed toward the education mainstream. NAS has played a key role in
making whole-school reform one of the most visible and popular education reform strategies in the
land. Given the dearth of evidence on the effectiveness of most of the designs, however, and the
arduous nature of introducing whole-school reform in urban districts, it would be unfortunate if
this approach to education improvement pushed aside less dramatic but possibly more effective
strategies for reforming K-12 education in the United States.
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Introduction
In the summer of 1991, in response to
the new organization was looking for reform
President George Bush’s America 2000 eduproposals that would lead to “massive
cation initiative, chief executive officers from
changes in American schools. We are aiming
a number of major corporations established
for nothing less than a fundamental and drathe New American Schools Development
matic change in education.” 3 Third, NASDC
leaders “pledged to use a venture capital
Corporation (NASDC), a privately funded,
model of investment: At each stage of develnonprofit organization to support education
opment they would critically examine the
reform. Determined to apply their expertise
success of the designs and continue to fund
in corporate restructuring and their knowlonly those that demonstrated
edge of the skills necessary
real potential for transforming
to compete in the global
Founders
envisioned
a
large numbers of schools.” 4
economy, the CEOs declared
Susan Bodilly, a RAND anathat the projects funded by
wholesale redesign of
lyst who has extensively studNASDC would spark a revoAmerican education
ied the NASDC/NAS initialution in American
1
tive, described why this
education.
stimulated by
These early leaders of
break-the-mold schools. approach to educational
what later became known
reform was so new:
simply as New American
Schools (NAS) believed that their efforts
The notion of NASDC is somewhat
would mark a sharp break with the “failed
unique — to deliberately develop expert
experiments of the past.” They sought to
organizations that can help schools transaddress the problem of educational change in
form themselves. NASDC’s focus has
three new ways. First, they were determined
always been on whole-school design, not
to apply a no-nonsense business approach to
design of specific subcomponents of
their efforts. NASDC would be less bureauschooling; all the designs require full
cratic, more attuned to new ideas, and more
transformation of the school. If its potenaggressive in responding to these ideas than
tial is met, the idea of an expert organizaany existing government agency or major
tion providing both a whole-school design
foundation. In short, it would be as lean and
and the implementation assistance offers
agile as the corporations they led. 2 Second,
some hope of altering the pattern of failed
the NASDC founders envisioned a wholesale
reform common in schools today.5
redesign of American education stimulated by
a series of break-the-mold schools that they
In some ways, NAS fits neatly into the
would support. As one put it, people hoping
broad history of American education reform.
to receive NASDC funds had to “cast aside
Since at least the Progressive Era (roughly
their old notions about schooling — to start
1895-1920), business leaders have played
with a clean sheet of paper, and be bold and
important, sometimes decisive, roles in
creative in their thinking, and to give us ideas
school reform, and pedagogical leaders have
that address comprehensive, systemic change
designed break-the-mold schools that they
for all students for whole schools” (emphasis
hoped would be models for transforming all
in the original). Former New Jersey governor
of American education.6 This report assesses
the degree to which NAS continues or chalThomas Kean, the first chair of the NASDC
lenges these earlier traditions. It analyzes
board, was even more expansive, stating that
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whether NAS-supported projects break the
mold in terms of philosophy and practice and
how successful they have been in improving
educational outcomes to date. In broader
terms, this study tries to determine the degree
to which NAS has fulfilled its original, revolutionary mandate; to assess where it has succeeded and where it has failed; and to speculate on whether it will leave a lasting and
positive imprint on American education.7
The report is divided into four main
sections. The first traces the origins of the
New American Schools initiative as part of
President George Bush’s America 2000 education policy. The second section describes
the initial competition for NASDC funding
and summarizes the eleven school-reform
designs that NASDC chose to support, as
well as the controversies that arose about

them and the selection process. Section three
examines the challenges NAS faced and the
changes it made following the election of Bill
Clinton in 1992, the progress NAS made in
implementing the designs in an increasing
number of schools, and the first set of
research reports assessing the implementation
phase of the NAS initiative. The final section
describes the scaling-up phase of NAS during
which the organization introduced its designs
into thousands of schools across the country.
The section also explores the changing
relationship between NAS and the federal
government following the passage of the
Obey-Porter amendment in 1997, the research
evaluating the NAS initiative to date, and the
recent dramatic setback for NAS following
rejection of this entire reform effort by one
of its major jurisdictions.

Origins of New American Schools
No privately supported education reform
part, of President Bush’s multifaceted
effort has had so auspicious a beginning as
America 2000 education strategy. That stratethe New American Schools. On July 8, 1991,
gy sought to build on the success of the 1989
when President George Bush, Secretary of
meeting between Bush and the nation’s goverEducation Lamar Alexander, and the board
nors, where the assembled dignitaries comof directors of the New American Schools
mitted themselves to realizing six national
Development Corporation
education goals. First
stood in the Rose Garden and
announced in April 1991,
The
New
American
introduced NASDC to the
America 2000 was an ambiSchools initiatives
nation, their excitement and
tious reform package that
hope about the project
introduced four different but
were the most fully
seemed boundless.
related approaches to improvconceived
element
of
Describing this initiative as
ing U.S. schools. They were
a major step towards an
(1) improving existing
President Bush’s
“educational revolution,”
schools through high stanAmerica 2000
President Bush declared that
dards, testing, merit pay for
education
strategy.
NASDC would “set aside
teachers, and greater school
stale preconceptions” about
choice; (2) creating a “nation
school reform and “seek
of students” through pronothing less than a new generation of
grams promoting adult learning, such as local
schools.” 8
clinics where people could upgrade their
The New American Schools initiative was
skills in numerous areas; (3) establishing
an important part, perhaps the most important
America 2000 communities committed to
2
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implementing the national education goals,
merit pay for teachers. NASDC in particular
developing local report cards for measuring
drew heavy fire. For example, Rep. Major
their progress towards those goals, and
Owens, a Democratic leader in the House,
“demonstrating readiness to create and
questioned whether ideology or effectiveness
support a New American School”; and (4)
would determine the designs that NASDC
inventing a “new generation of American
funded: “Will they be able to offer rewards or
schools” as models of excellence and innovadeny benefits to certain groups that don’t
tion for the nation. The New American
agree with them, that don’t toe the line? Will
Schools Development
they be able to use their
Corporation was to be the
research to discredit certain
9
R&D arm of this fourth effort.
government-funded
As federal policy
The New American
research?” Other commentaSchools initiatives were the
shifted, NASDC had to tors wondered whether the
most fully conceived element
restructure itself to be business community, which
of America 2000. According
already contributed $200-225
more than just an
to President Bush, NASDC
million annually to education
was based on a “simple but
projects, could come up with
R&D center.
powerful” idea: “Put
even more money for
America’s special genius for
NASDC, or whether such givinvention to work for
ing would have to be scaled
America’s schools.” The plan called for the
back to pay for this new initiative.11 Beyond
these broad questions, a number of critics
creation of 535 break-the-mold schools by
asked whether the 535 innovative schools
1996. Each of the 435 congressional districts
would really help existing schools or whether
in the country would be home to one of these
they would solely benefit the small number of
schools; two more schools per state would be
children who would attend them. As this critfunded as well. All of these schools would
icism mounted, the Democrats in control of
receive a one-time federal grant of $1 million
Congress shelved many of the America 2000
in start-up funds. As these schools came
initiatives, including the proposal for 535
on-line, the privately funded New American
break-the-mold schools.12
Schools Development Corporation would
The future of the 535 schools became
support R&D teams that would be responsieven bleaker the following year, as Bush’s
ble for creating innovative educational
America 2000 package became an issue in
designs to be implemented in these schools.
the 1992 presidential campaign. By April,
NASDC would raise between $150 and $200
10
Education Week reported that Democratic
million for this R&D effort.
lawmakers had “so watered down Mr. Bush’s
plan for federal funding of 535 innovative
Critics take aim
‘New American Schools’ as to have effectiveInitially, America 2000 received high
ly killed it.” In May, Bill Clinton, at the time
marks from educators and analysts throughstill running for the Democratic nomination,
out the country. Some commentators
attacked America 2000, saying it would
declared that these proposals marked the most
merely “tinker around the edges” of school
ambitious federal education initiative since
reform. He specifically took aim at the 535
the Johnson administration. Yet within a
model schools initiative, calling it a proposal
month of America 2000’s introduction, critics
that would “leave the rest behind.”13
began taking aim at key provisions of the
Amid this highly charged political atmospackage. These critiques went beyond the
phere, NASDC leaders set out to raise $200
likely targets of greater school choice and
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million to support the venture, prepare a set
of guidelines for the R&D teams that would
compete for funds, and announce the Request
for Proposals (RFP) for that competition. In
addition, as it became increasingly clear that
535 federally funded schools would not be
part of the larger New American Schools
enterprise, NASDC had to restructure itself to
be more than just an R&D center. Although
NASDC had never been directly linked to
these model schools, as one education
reporter noted, “it had been assumed the two
initiatives would complement each other.”
Given the emerging political reality, NASDC

sought instead to become a source for
supporting not only the teams’ research and
development but also the implementation and
dissemination of the teams’ ideas. Contained
within that change in focus was the idea that
at some point the design teams would strike
out on their own, becoming fee-taking
enterprises offering their programs to schools
and districts across the nation. In some
ways, these changes strengthened NASDC’s
claim of being a bold new venture in
education reform since few privately funded
initiatives had ever committed to so ambitious
a program.14

Designs and Controversies
NASDC set a deadline of February 14,
1992, for responses to its Request for
Proposals. The basic guidelines for the
competition were straightforward and simple.
NASDC sought innovative ideas for creating
schools in which all students would meet
“world-class standards.” Beyond that, the
RFP challenged proposal writers as follows:
Assume that the schools we have inherited did not exist, and design an educational environment to bring every child in this
community up to world class standards in
English, mathematics, science, history,
and geography, prepared for responsible
citizenship, further learning, and productive employment. No question about
schooling should be off-limits; no answer
assumed.15
The RFP also required that the designs be
replicable in other communities:
This is not a request to establish “model”
schools. NASDC does not seek to develop “cookie cutter” designs. The designs
must be adaptable so that they can be
used by many communities to create their
own schools . . . The important thing is
4
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that long after NASDC has disappeared
from the scene, its legacy for new designs
will remain [emphasis in the original].16
While NASDC assumed that it would
support the initial start-up costs for these
break-the-mold schools, it also insisted that
once they were running they would operate
within the same budget constraints as
conventional schools.
In all, the organization received 686 proposals from almost every state in the union,
as well as one from American Samoa and two
from Canada. In a press conference, NASDC
chairman Thomas Kean declared, “We’ve had
a response that frankly I did not dream of or
envision . . . We have sparked an unprecedented collaborative process, all across the
nation, on the part of American education’s
brightest people.” NASDC hoped to fund
about thirty proposals.17
After an extensive six-month review
process, however, NASDC leaders selected
only eleven design proposals for funding due
in part to their having raised only about a
quarter of the original $200 million goal.
Despite its fund-raising problems, NASDC
proudly presented the winning designs as
evidence that its approach to education

reform was on track. At the ceremony
introducing the winning designs, Kean
envisioned a glorious future. “You are
going to see massive changes in American
schools,” he declared. “We are aiming at
nothing less than a fundamental and dramatic
change in education.”18
The eleven winning proposals were
• Audrey Cohen College System of
Education (Audrey Cohen). This design
was organized as a series of “complex
and meaningful . . . purposes” (e.g.,
“We Make Our Neighborhood a Better
Place to Live”) in which students applied
content knowledge to solving “real
world” problems. The curriculum was
interdisciplinary and project driven
with the goal of having schoolwork
contribute to “improving the world
outside of school.”19
• Authentic Teaching, Learning, and
Assessment for All Students (ATLAS).
Drawing on the work of a number of
nationally prominent educators, this
design engaged students in “active
inquiry” as part of an integrated curriculum built around “essential questions”
(e.g., “Where Do I Come From?”).
Teams of teachers worked with students
over several years in K-12 “pathways.”
They collaborated with one another
and with parents and administrators in
developing “locally-defined standards,”
curriculum design, and assessment.
The goal was to create “communities
of learners.”20
• Bensenville New American School.
This program centered on using “the
entire community as a school campus”
with pupils actively involved in real
problems in diverse settings (e.g.,
students could be assigned to a local
business to see how “learning has a
tangible and immediate purpose”).

Students were grouped according to
their progress in moving through an
interdisciplinary curriculum rather than
by age or traditional grades. The design
heavily depended on technology to keep
teachers and students connected in
various learning settings.21
• Community Learning Centers of
Minnesota. Using Minnesota’s new
charter-school law, this design sought
to empower teachers, parents, and
community members to create schools
that are “learner centered” and “meaningful.” The key to finding meaning was
involving students in “real life tasks”
such as “using statistics to conduct and
analyze a community survey of attitudes
about taxes.” Students were expected to
use “experiential and active learning
approaches” to master an interdisciplinary
curriculum. Computer-supported work
would also be used to enhance learning.22
• Co-NECT Design for School Change
(Co-NECT). This design was constructed around an interdisciplinary curriculum
that combined “ongoing” student-initiated
projects with teacher-initiated seminars.
In their project-based inquiries, students
were expected to explore a “single topic
in depth (such as the causes and effects of
seasonal change).” Clusters of teachers
and students remained together for several
years. Supported by a number of prominent high-tech companies (e.g., Apple,
Lotus, NYNEX), this design had a strong
emphasis on students’ using computer
technologies and networks for projects
and for online interchanges among
members of the school community.23
• Expeditionary Learning Outward
Bound (Expeditionary Learning).
Based on the principles of the Outward
Bound program, this design blended intellectual, emotional, and character education into a single curriculum. The course
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of study was based on the International
Baccalaureate, but its strong emphasis on
content was “intertwined” with engaging
learning expeditions. Teachers initiated
these interdisciplinary expeditions and
guided students to actively investigate
such topics as “Understanding the
Bubonic Plague.” Students and teachers
stayed together for several years.24

education, health, and human services in
ways that aimed to improve student learning, to develop performance standards for
students, and to align curriculum and
teaching to these standards. Teachers
worked with students as “collaborators”
in learning. Schools were run according
to the principles of Total Quality
Management.27

• Los Angeles Learning Centers. This
design was structured as a “moving diamond” that ensured “long-term continuous, multiple advocates for each child.”
The “moving diamond” linked each child
in the program with three different mentors — an older student, a parent or community member, and a teacher. This foursome stayed together for several years to
provide academic and emotional support
for the child. Teachers worked in interdisciplinary teams developing curricula and
“real-world, complex problems” that
would enlist and maintain student
interest.25

• The Odyssey Project. This communitybased design developed in Gaston
County, North Carolina, dispensed with
traditional grades and replaced them with
broad groupings (e.g., “Alpha” for ages
zero to three, “Beta” for ages three to six,
etc.). Students progressed at their own
pace through the interdisciplinary curriculum by meeting specific “performance outcomes.” Teachers acted as
“learning facilitators.” Students and parents had a community-service component
in the program. Older students participated in weekly seminars that focused
“on national and world citizenship” and
multicultural issues.28

• Modern Red Schoolhouse. This design
sought to fuse the best of old-fashioned
one-room schools (e.g., multi-age homerooms that keep students and their teacher
together for several years) with the most
modern aspects of information technology
(e.g., internet communication between
parents and teachers). It focused on student mastery of a strong, academic curriculum (influenced by the ideas of such
educators as E.D. Hirsch, Jr., and William
J. Bennett). Students signed “education
contracts” that designated material to be
learned and then, with support from
teachers and technology, worked at their
own pace to complete it.26
• National Alliance for Restructuring
Education. Different from the other
designs, this initiative concentrated on
both systemic and school-level reforms.
The design coordinated districtwide
6
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• Roots and Wings: Universal
Excellence in Elementary Education
(Roots and Wings). Building upon the
Success for All program, this design
focused on having students develop
strong basic skills such as reading and
writing (the roots) as well as content
knowledge and higher order thinking
skills (the wings). A central feature was
the WorldLab that involved students in
real-world activities, projects, and simulations (e.g., representing the thirteen
colonies in debating and drafting the U.S.
Constitution). The goal of WorldLab was
for students “to see the interconnectedness and usefulness of knowledge.” This
program made extensive use of one-onone tutoring.29

Ambitious intentions
NASDC leaders believed in these projects.

They expected that, with a bit more polishing
and with the insights gained from implementing the designs in a small number of settings,
these programs would lead an education revolution. As Kean put it, these designs would
produce “massive changes in American
schools.” To bring this revolution about,
NASDC established a three-phase process for
refining, implementing, and marketing the
designs. Phase one, which began in 1992
with the announcement of the winning design
teams, provided one year of funding in which
the teams refined the ideas of their original
proposals “into workable designs for school
transformation.” At the end of phase one,
NASDC dropped two of the designs, the
Bensenville New American Schools and the
Odyssey Project. Phase two provided an
additional two years of NASDC funding for
the remaining design teams to implement
(and further refine) their ideas and approaches in more schools. This phase ran from
1993 to 1995. At the end of phase two,
NASDC determined that two more designs,
Community Learning Centers and Los
Angeles Learning Centers, would not receive
support for the next phase (although the Los
Angles group eventually rejoined NAS with a
new name, Urban Learning Centers, and a
more narrowly focused mission). Finally,
phase three involved a two-year scaling-up
process in which the remaining designs were
to be put into practice in a “large number of
schools across the country.” NASDC stuck to
this timetable for phases one and two, the
first taking place in 1991-1992 and the second in 1993-1995. However, the scale-up
phase, which began in mid-1995, has taken
longer and, in essence, continues today.30
The press conference announcing the
winning proposals was enthusiastic, and
observers found the phased reform process
promising. Over the next two years, through
phase one and the beginning of phase two,
the popular and media response to the NAS
initiative was generally upbeat and positive.
Yet that response was not universal. A small
but vocal group of critics repeatedly ques-

tioned NASDC and the designs. The critics
fell into two categories — liberal commentators who saw NASDC as at best another
misguided Republican education scheme, and
moderates and conservatives who argued that
NASDC was squandering its revolutionary
potential.

Attacks from the left
Initially the negative assessments came
primarily from liberal critics of the Bush
administration. Typical was a 1992 article in
the Nation. The authors assessed the winning
NASDC proposals and flatly declared that
“most of the educational R&D teams
endorsed by the corporation comprise an
incestuous circle of right-wing ideologues
and privatization advocates, teacher-hating
technocrats and recession-rocked military
contractors, their funding made palatable to
the press by token support for established and
respected liberal school-reform advocates.”
This type of criticism castigated virtually
every Bush initiative as an attack on public
education.31
Other, more temperate, liberal critics
argued that NASDC and the rest of America
2000 had misplaced priorities and ignored
such pressing educational issues as equalizing
funding for poor districts and addressing the
education needs of minorities. Former U.S.
commissioner of education Harold Howe II,
for example, derided the business-oriented
approach taken by NASDC, declaring “You
can bet that, when these parties get together,
they will spend little time in making a diverse
society work.” (Apparently shelving this criticism, one year later Howe strongly endorsed
one of the NASDC design teams, even agreeing to be a member of its council of senior
advisors).32
Writing from an historical perspective,
David Tyack and Larry Cuban wondered
whether the NAS initiative was just another
example of a century-old tradition in which
“ambitious reformers have promised to create
sleek, efficient school machines ‘light years’
ahead of the fusty schools of their times.”
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They speculated that NASDC would probably
experienced grant writers with well-estabtravel down the same path to obscurity that so
lished track records in program development
many earlier attempts to reinvent schools had
and implementation would have an enormous
followed. They argued that such efforts to
advantage in the competition.
reinvent schools have in practice “often
In fact, that is exactly what occurred. By
resembled shooting stars that spurted across
setting up the process in a conventional way,
the pedagogical heavens, leaving a meteoric
NASDC almost guaranteed that most of the
trail in the media but burning up and disapwinning proposals would come from estabpearing in the everyday atmosphere of the
lished education reformers and their groups.
schools.” 33
Mark Sherry, a proposal reviewer who was
These liberal commentators raised
generally quite positive about NASDC,
provocative questions such as whether the
observed that many of the winning proposals
NAS program would be driven more by
were notable for the quality of their prose and
politics than pedagogy, but
the documentation, all hallgenerally they proved to be
marks of products produced
better critics than prophets.
by individuals and groups
Conservatives argued
For example, as this report
skilled in proposal writing.
that NASDC
will show, contrary to Howe’s
Not surprisingly, he noted,
had squandered
prediction, the NAS designs
“it seems that many of the
have overwhelmingly focused
winning proposals came from
its revolutionary
on improving education for
well-known educators with a
potential.
urban and minority students.
track record of past funding
While Tyack and Cuban’s
from the government and
speculation was closer to the
foundation sources.” James
mark, NAS and its design teams, as we shall
Mecklenburger, editor and publisher of
see, rather than “disappearing in the everyday
Inventing Tomorrow’s Schools, made a similar
atmosphere of the schools” have survived
point, noting that “in more than half of the
for a decade, due in large part to their
eleven projects, already established stars
ability to adapt to the changing political and
walked off with big shares of the prize
pedagogical environment.
money.”34
Nationally renowned individuals associatAttacks from the right
ed with some of the winning NASDC designs
Intriguing as were some of the liberal
included James Comer from Yale, Howard
critiques, those from moderates and conservaGardner from Harvard, Theodore Sizer from
tives were, for the most part, more incisive.
Brown (all of whom were involved with
These criticisms rested on a series of interreATLAS); Robert Slavin from Johns Hopkins
lated propositions, all of which argued that
(Roots and Wings); Robert Glaser and Lauren
NASDC had squandered much of its revoluResnick from the University of Pittsburgh
tionary potential and was devolving into a
and Marc Tucker, formerly with the National
fairly conventional educational reform organiInstitute of Education (National Alliance for
zation. The first of these criticisms mainRestructuring Education); and former U.S.
tained that the RFP process was skewed to
secretary of education William Bennett,
insure the choice of “safe” rather than “breakformer assistant secretary Chester E. Finn, Jr.,
the-mold” designs. Rather than resembling
and well-known education critic Denis P.
a lean and agile start-up venture, these critics
Doyle (Modern Red Schoolhouse). After
maintained, the NASDC RFP process was in
surveying the list of winners, John Whiting,
some ways more like that of the government
a business leader who closely followed
or a major foundation. This meant that
NASDC, stated that “rather than identify[ing]
8
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contemporary problem-solving experts with
putting into practice the best school restructhe capacity to look at educational problems
turing ideas it could find in America . . .
with unbiased eyes and come up with innovaToday, the results of the first round of the
tive solutions, NASDC chose to concede the
NASDC competition are in, and NASDC
responsibility for solving the problems of
seems more like a pretty good campfire than
American education to educators who had
a roaring blaze — good and useful, interestbeen largely responsible for maintaining the
ing to look at, but diminished and tame when
existing system.”35
compared to its own declarations.”37
The second major criticism emerged
Progressivism rides again
directly from the first. The traditional RFP
The third criticism provided additional
process not only rounded up many of the
evidence that the answer was “No.” Beyond
usual educational suspects, but as a consethe fact that many of the winning proposals
quence it rounded up the usual educational
shared common ideas, some critics pointed
ideas, too. Lynn Olson of Education Week
out that many of those ideas were rooted in
pointed out that one “striking feature of the
the questionable pedagogical practices of the
award-winning designs is how many ideas
progressive education movement of the early
they have in common.” Moreover, few of
twentieth century.38 Progressive education
these widely shared ideas really broke the
was the original break-the-mold movement in
mold in educational reform. They included
American education. It sought to transform
such things as giving administrators and
schooling in this country through what
teachers greater say over policy and practice
historian Lawrence Cremin described as a
in their buildings, creating multi-age groupCopernican revolution in education thought,
ings of students, and increasing the use of
shifting the center of gravity from the teacher
technology. Even winning proposal writer
or curriculum to the child and the child’s
Robert Slavin noted critically, “They
experiences.39
[NASDC] almost demanded that you put into
The target of this revoluyour proposal all the things
tion was the “traditional”
that were considered hot right
school that progressives
now. What they’ve done is
described as a grim place
frozen 1992 in amber.” A
Progressive ideas
where teachers were distant
number of critics went further
have been charged
authority figures, students
and concluded that these deciwith
eviscerating
marched through lock-step
sions signaled that NASDC
curricula, subjects were
was hedging its bets, protectthe curriculum
abstracted into unrelated dising its multimillion dollar
and encouraging
ciplines, and students were
investment in education
anti-intellectualism.
forced to passively absorb
reform by selecting safe
mountains of meaningless
rather than risky, but possibly
facts. In short, most of what
more revolutionary,
went on in these schools had
proposals.36 Put simply, the
first two criticisms really rested on the
little relevance to children’s lives.
question: Can you have a revolution via an
Progressives asserted that “modern” educaRFP process?
tion had to scrap virtually every aspect of the
Writing in 1992, James Mecklenburger
traditional school. They envisioned schools
summarized NASDC’s situation: “In the
in which teachers were approachable guides
summer of 1991, the New American Schools
or facilitators to learning, curricula began
Development Corporation . . . came on like a
with the interests and needs of young people,
forest fire hell-bent on identifying and
and students learned what later educators
The Evolution of the New American Schools: From Revolution to Mainstream
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would call “higher order thinking skills”
the-mold designs. Taking its name from a
through active engagement in meaningful
widely circulated 1918 essay by William
projects that blended many disciplines.
Heard Kilpatrick, a professor at Columbia’s
Progressives believed that in such schools the
Teachers College, the project method was one
relationship between school and life would be
of the best known progressive innovations.
virtually seamless. In their widely cited 1928
The eight NASDC designs proclaimed, at
book, The Child-Centered School, Harold
times in classic progressive language, that
Rugg and Ann Shumaker summarized the
project-based education would make learning
goal of progressive schools as concentrating
exciting, relevant, and meaningful to students
“on understanding, on independent thinking,
in ways that traditional textbook centered
on critical judgment. The end sought is not
education never could. In addition to prothe storing up of facts, but the development
jects, seven proposals envisioned using the
40
of the power to think.”
community as a classroom to break down
One of the most striking features of the
barriers between school and society, an idea
winning NASDC proposals
linked to a 1900 essay by
was how many of them
John Dewey, the great patriappeared to have been deeply
arch of progressive education.
influenced by progressive
Like Dewey and other proParents feared that
thought. Indeed, most of the
gressives, most of the proposNAS design teams
winning proposals read like
al writers also averred that
had
rejected
echoes of progressive manitheir approach would not lead
festos of the 1920s in their
to the “piling up of facts,” but
traditional education.
language, tone, and philosowould produce students who
phy. Far from being new or
were critical thinkers who
revolutionary, many of them
had learned how to learn.42
Following the announcement of the winwere, in fact, firmly grounded in very familning designs, a spokesman for the American
iar progressive ideas. Seven of the eleven
Educational Research Association observed
winning proposals, for example, expressly
that many of these ideas seemed rooted in the
declared that they were child- or learner-cenwork of John Dewey: “Mostly, it seems to
tered. Eight sought to change the relationship
me, they rediscovered [Dewey’s book]
between teachers and students by transformExperience and Education.”43 The comment
ing the role of teacher into that of a “coach,”
was insightful, but a better book to point to
“facilitator,” or “guide.” All promised to
was Schools of To-Morrow, a 1915 study by
meet “world class” curriculum standards, but
Dewey and his daughter Evelyn. After
only two (Expeditionary Learning and
denouncing traditional schools, which
Modern Red Schoolhouse) focused their procompelled students to pile up facts, the
grams around students’ explicitly mastering
Deweys provided detailed descriptions of
academic disciplines. To varying degrees,
a range of schools that they believed
nearly all the others promoted interdisciplirepresented some of the “best work that is
nary curricula specifically to avoid what they
being done in the country.” For the Deweys,
saw as a key problem of traditional schools,
these were what might be termed break-theteaching knowledge and skills in isolation.41
Related to this interdisciplinary focus
mold schools of the Progressive Era, schools
was the widely shared commitment to use the
that they believed could lead to an education
progressive-inspired “project method” to
revolution. In many ways, NASDC and
engage the interest of students. Eight of the
most of its winning design teams seemed
eleven highlighted some form of the project
to be drawing inspiration from this earlier
method as an essential feature of their breakprogressive effort.44
10
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Problems of progressivism
The problem with building educational
reform on progressive ideas, as such critics
as William C. Bagley, Robert Maynard
Hutchins, Arthur Bestor, E.D. Hirsch, Jr.,
and Diane Ravitch have repeatedly shown,
is that outside of a small number of schools
serving highly motivated, well-to-do students,
progressive education has rarely fulfilled its
pedagogical promise. Indeed, these critics
have argued that progressive ideas have often
contributed to the evisceration of academic
curricula, narrowed the scope of student
learning to immediate, entertaining, but
largely vapid topics, and, worst of all, encouraged anti-intellectualism.45 Some of the
most trenchant criticism of progressive ideas
which appears in a recent book by the late
Jeanne Chall, seems especially pertinent to
the NAS designs. After surveying a host of
research studies, Chall found that, on average,
schools guided by progressive ideas have
been less successful in raising academic
achievement, especially among children
from disadvantaged backgrounds, than more
traditional schools.46

Early setbacks
While criticism from moderate or conservative individuals who otherwise would have
been allies in this effort must have stung,
NASDC leaders remained confident that they
were supporting bold, new experiments in
educational reform. Moreover, during phase
one most of the design teams moved ahead
smoothly, further refining their programs
and successfully addressing the challenges
that arose.47
In late 1992 and early 1993, however, the
reform initiatives of two winning design
teams — those in Bensenville, Illinois, and
Gaston County, North Carolina — collapsed
in the face of angry community challenges.
Both designs were grassroots efforts developed by local communities. Neither was
guided by or associated with the work of a
national education leader. Many different
factors contributed to their failure, including

local political conflicts and union opposition
in Bensenville and hostility from Christian
fundamentalists in Gaston County. But
among the most contentious elements of both
designs was the progressive-oriented reorganization of the schools and the curriculum.
Parents in both Bensenville and Gaston
County feared that the NAS design teams had
rejected traditional education and instead
were imposing progressive-style pedagogical
schemes on their children. As sociologists
Roslyn Arlin Mickelson and Angela
Wadsworth argue in their study of the
Odyssey Project,
Gaston County parents wanted specific
information regarding strengths, weaknesses, and rationales for the program’s
innovations, including outcome-based
education, authentic assessment, yearround schools, multi-age grouping, and
the abolition of traditional grades for
student performance. Much of parents’
criticism of the curricular and pedagogical innovations revolved around concerns
regarding the potential damaging effects
on their children’s educational and occupational futures …. The absence of course
grades, outcome-based education (which
they interpreted as a dumbed-down curriculum), the anticipation of “leveling
effects” brought about by peer teaching,
the Odyssey program’s emphasis on technology for instruction and technological (a
code word for vocational) education, and
the absence of clear college preparatory
courses in the Odyssey curriculum suggested to many parents that the Odyssey
Project was designed to foreclose college
entrance while it reproduced a compliant,
trained workforce for local industry.
Parents in Bensenville leveled similar
criticisms at the proposed New American
Schools program there.48
In June 1993, NASDC announced that it
would not continue to support either the
Bensenville or Gaston County programs.49
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With their loss NASDC became even more
firmly tied to programs designed by nationally prominent educators and successful grant
writers. Moreover, the pedagogical aspects
of the Bensenville and Gaston County programs to which parents most objected were
those rooted in progressive education.
These parents, conservative middle-class
suburbanites in Bensenville and workingclass families in Gastonia, did not believe
such things were good for their children’s
education. Finally, and perhaps most
importantly, these developments should have
sent a warning to NAS leaders about the
politically charged and therefore tenuous
nature of such broad efforts at education
reform. However good a design might be,
and however much money organizations
like NASDC might offer, the Bensenville
and Gaston County experiences showed that
the success of NAS-style reform would ulti-

mately depend on keeping all the stakeholders in the schools and communities committed to change over a long period of time.
Given the passions that education politics
provoke, these two cases demonstrated that
NAS was headed down a difficult and perilous road.
The events in Bensenville and Gaston
County did not, however, appear to shake the
faith of NASDC leaders in their quest to
reinvent America’s schools. Indeed, phase
one generally had gone well for the other
nine design teams. Moreover, NASDC
leaders, largely members of the business
community, were well aware that any new
venture has some failures and losses.
More troubling for them at the time were
two emerging problems — NASDC’s
precarious financial situation, and concerns
about the organization’s survival following
the defeat of George Bush by Bill Clinton.

Implementing the Designs
In its first two years of operation, NASDC
raised only about $50 million of the projected
$200 million that its leaders originally targeted. Following Bill Clinton’s election in 1992,
concerns about fund-raising deepened due to
fears that NASDC was too closely tied to the
Bush administration and Republican education policies to get support from the new
president. Moreover, as noted earlier, candidate Clinton had specifically criticized key
elements of the New American Schools initiative as mere “tinkering.”
In May 1993, however, President Clinton
unexpectedly declared his support for
NASDC, and Secretary of Education Richard
Riley stated that the NASDC’s reform efforts
“dovetailed” nicely with the new administration’s education goals and strategies. These
statements seemed to be part of an effort by
Clinton to demonstrate continuity with at
least some of the education policies of the
Bush administration. Yet this action was no
12
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real stretch for Clinton. He had represented
the nation’s governors at the 1989 meeting
where Bush and the governors adopted the six
national goals, and his administration christened its own education program Goals 2000,
only a modest variation on Bush’s America
2000. Moreover, when Republicans took over
Congress in 1994, Clinton had even more
reason to support programs that would have
appeal on both sides of the aisle. NAS seems
to have filled the bill. Whatever Clinton’s
motivation, the consequences of his endorsement of NASDC eventually proved quite positive for the organization.50
Yet it had little immediate effect on fundraising, and some NASDC watchers, particularly education reporters and the program
officers of major foundations, began asking
whether the organization could remain in
business much longer. Indeed, in 1993,
NASDC’s funding problems had caused two
of its design teams, Los Angeles Learning

up phase, NASDC was assured of playing a
Centers and the Community Learning Centers
highly visible role in school reform nationalof Minnesota, to scale back their efforts
ly. Adding to this increasing national visibilisubstantially. Eventually, NASDC dropped
ty was the fact that NASDC’s key scale-up
both design teams from the phase three
idea — moving from reforming individual
scale-up, although the reasons seemed to
schools to transforming entire systems —
have less to do with funding and more to do
was at least rhetorically
with the teams’ doubtful
quite similar to the idea of
readiness to participate in the
systemic reform that was
next step of the program at
emerging as one of the
that time. (As noted earlier,
NASDC was
cornerstones of the Clinton
Los Angeles Learning
increasingly
looking
administration’s education
Centers later returned to NAS
policy. NASDC had introunder the new name of Urban
like a member
51
duced a variation of systemic
Learning Centers.)
of the education
reform even before the new
In response to the
establishment.
administration did. In late
deepening financial problems,
1994, for example, Lynn
the NASDC board elected
Olson described NASDC’s
David T. Kearns as board
scale-up phase as moving
chair and CEO. Kearns, who
“beyond the creation of model schools to the
had previously served as deputy secretary of
transformation of whole systems.” As John
education in the Bush administration and
Anderson, who succeeded Kearns as NASDC
CEO of Xerox Corporation, was widely
CEO, described it, “You can’t create places
respected in political, education, and business
where good schools are the norm without
circles. The board hoped he would find ways
focusing on the system issue.”55
to shore up the organization’s precarious
This confluence of NASDC strategies
financial situation.52 In January 1994, these
and Clinton policies strengthened NASDC.
hopes were borne out when philanthropist
As Robert B. Schwartz, then director of
Walter J. Annenberg donated $50 million to
education programs at the Pew Charitable
NASDC. Annenberg’s grant, which came on
Trust, commented, “The irony is that, within
top of a $10 million donation that he had
the context of the Clinton Administration
given when NASDC began, was a life-saving
53
reform strategy, I think the NASDC initiative
development for the organization.
has a much better chance of taking hold and
The $50 million Annenberg grant did
having some kind of ripple effect.”56 Richard
more than just keep NASDC afloat. It
Riley’s earlier comment that NASDC’s
enabled the organization to increase greatly
initiatives would dovetail nicely with the
its importance and effectiveness in the new
new administration’s education efforts proved
political environment. The funds provided
to be prescient.
what former assistant secretary of education
This support from Clinton and Riley
Christopher Cross described as “the critical
ultimately helped free NASDC from the allemass to be really influential.” Without these
gation that it was little more than a partisan
funds it was unlikely that NASDC could have
GOP initiative. NASDC leaders knew that to
made the crucial transition from its implesurvive in the new political environment, the
mentation phase in a modest number of indiorganization had to shake that image. At the
vidual schools to its broader scale-up phase
time, Peter H. Gerber, director of education
in states and districts across the country.54
programs at the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation, observed: “It was
A widening role
not very helpful to NASDC to be closely
As a consequence of moving to the scaleThe Evolution of the New American Schools: From Revolution to Mainstream
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NASDC’s shift in goals from creating individassociated with the Bush administration.”
ual break-the-mold schools to encouraging
By late 1994, however, having garnered
break-the-mold systems.58
endorsements from Clinton and other
administration leaders, and having received
Writing in 1996, David Kearns and John
a strong financial boost from Annenberg,
Anderson
described the change:
NASDC was better able to present itself as
an independent, nonpartisan,
[I]nnovative, dynamic
and potent reform organizaNASDC’s
goal
shifted
designs at work in isolated
tion. In the process, however,
schools — treated as
NASDC also appeared to be
from creating
exceptions, operating on the
distancing itself from its
break-the-mold
schools
margins, and involving small
original “revolutionary” freeto encouraging
numbers of students, teachmarket approach to education
ers, and families — are not
reform and was increasingly
break-the-mold
enough. The problems of
looking like a respectable if
systems.
the public education system
rather corporate member of
57
today demand solutions that
the education establishment.
cut through systems and
demonstrate real potential to improve
Questions about expansion
educational outcomes for a significant
With its new funds and status in place,
proportion of American students.
NASDC turned to its biggest challenge:
However, despite decades of educational
scale-up. Between 1992 and 1995, nine
reform efforts, there is not one district,
NASDC-supported design teams had implemuch less a state, of any size or diversity
mented their plans in about 150 schools scatin this country where good schools are
tered over nineteen states. Phase three called
the norm. The success of the New
for a dramatic increase in this number, with
American Schools rests on changing
projections of participating schools reaching
this fact.59
into the thousands. NASDC established five
criteria for selecting scale-up sites. These
As with every step NASDC had taken
required clear commitments from the districts
thus far, critics questioned aspects of the
and states that agreed to implement the NAS
scale-up program. One of the most potent
programs. The most important commitment
criticisms concerned the lack of a solid track
was creating a “supportive operating environrecord of improvement from the NASDCment.” Other commitments set forth precisesupported schools. At the time none of the
ly how to create that supportive environment.
designs had demonstrated that its policies and
Jurisdictions had to agree that at least 30 perpractices would lead to dramatic improvecent of the schools in the district or state
ments in student achievement (although
would implement NASDC or other effective
Robert Slavin’s Success for All program, the
school-reform designs within five years; to
cornerstone of the Roots and Wings initiative,
allocate significant amounts of new resources
had shown promising results). Critics also
to schools undergoing these transformations;
questioned how generalizable the scale-up
to gain support for the changes from local
could be, given that all participating schools
educators, the community, and business and
were self selected and had received waivers
political leaders; and to establish relationfrom state or district policies in order to
ships with institutions that would continue
become NAS sites. In other words, the fact
the reform process should changes occur in
that the districts and schools had agreed to
local educational and political leadership.
participate in the scale-up in the first place,
In a number of ways, these criteria reflected
14
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and had gotten state or local waivers in order
Antonio joined. In 1997, Broward County,
to be part of the process, by definition made
Florida, was added. These districts committed
them exceptional. These factors called into
to all the criteria that NASDC had established
question how portable the designs or the
and agreed to implement programs developed
scale-up processes might be to other districts
by the remaining seven design teams.
around the country.60
As NASDC entered its scale-up phase, the
Finally, some critics, including people
enterprise appeared to be in very good shape.
who had been early supporters of NASDC,
Yet some major challenges loomed, challooked at recent developments in the organilenges anticipated by researchers from the
zation, particularly the scale-up plan, and
RAND Corporation in studies they had done
wondered whether the organization was
on phase two. NASDC had been working
becoming overly cautious and bureaucratic.
with RAND almost from its inception.
Chester Finn, Jr., for example, described the
NASDC leaders saw RAND as a widely
scale-up process as “NASDC beginning to act
respected organization that could conduct
as if it were the government.” Finn suggested
dispassionate research on all aspects of the
a more market-oriented
NASDC reform effort. The
approach in which the variinitial RAND reports appeared
ous design teams would
in 1995 and 1996. Though
compete amongst themgenerally positive about the
NASDC reformers
selves wherever they could,
beginning stages of the initianot just in predetermined
tive, they highlighted several
were discovering how
jurisdictions. As Finn put it,
problems that had emerged
slow and difficult
the various design teams
during the demonstration
changing schools is.
should be competing “[j]ust
phase. As it turned out, these
as automobile and computer
same problems would grow
companies do with their
in complexity as NASDC
designs.” 61 This suggestion
scaled up the designs in new
certainly accorded with
jurisdictions and in many
NASDC’s early reputation as an agile,
more schools.
business-oriented enterprise, but it did not
The first RAND study sought to establish
comport with the organization’s new image
baseline data for future assessments. Its
or direction.
primary finding was that NASDC had
succeeded in developing “the capacity of a
Questions about capacity
diverse set of teams and designs to effect
NASDC brushed off these criticisms and
school reform.” However, given the differfocused on the challenge of scale-up. As
ences in emphasis among the designs —
1995 began, the organization was reviewing
some, for example, focused on fairly narrow
forty applications from various jurisdictions
changes such as instruction and curriculum
that hoped to participate. By early March,
while others sought to introduce broader
NASDC leaders had winnowed these down to
reforms in such areas as school governance
fewer than a dozen. Ultimately agreements
— the RAND researchers predicted uneven
were reached with the states of Kentucky and
rates of implementation in phase three. Due
Maryland and eight large urban districts:
to this uneven pace, they argued, expectations
Cincinnati, Dade County (Miami), Los
should also vary about the progress the teams
Angeles, Memphis, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
would make in scale-up.62
San Diego, and Seattle (and a group of
In the second RAND study, lead
contiguous school systems). In 1996, Los
researcher Susan Bodilly provided evidence to
Angeles dropped out of the program and San
support those conclusions. After examining
The Evolution of the New American Schools: From Revolution to Mainstream
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As Bodilly put it,
the progress of the nine teams involved in
phase two, she found that three of the four
At the end of Phase 2…teams and schools
design teams that emphasized a somewhat
began to focus more on permanent
narrow set of reforms (e.g., changes in
systemic changes needed to promote and
instruction, curriculum, standards, assesssustain the design in the school without
ments, and professional development) had put
continued intervention by the team. Thus,
in place more than half the elements of their
without necessarily meaning to, all teams
designs. (These teams were Audrey Cohen,
arrived at a point where they became
Co-NECT, and Roots and Wings.) Of the
concerned with governance challenges,
teams that sought to introduce broader
improved social services, increased public
changes, however, only the Modern Red
engagement, and new school staffing
Schoolhouse had similar success. In short,
and organization.65
this study found that five of the nine design
teams that took part in phase two had failed
Mismatch with state assessments
to realize basic implementation goals.63
The third RAND demonstration-phase
Bodilly argued that, to a considerable
study surveyed principals
degree, “[t]he differences in
within NASDC-supported
progress were closely associatWould NAS-supported schools. It provided an
ed with several factors: team
excellent example of
readiness or capacity at the
schools continue to
Bodilly’s insight, highlightbeginning of the NASDC
receive
support
ing the rocky status of these
effort, the type of design and
if they failed to show
new marriages between
approach to development choinnovative designs and state
sen by the team, and the impleimprovement on
and district policies and promentation strategy used to
state
tests?
grams. A “large majority”
infuse the design into schools.”
of the principals surveyed in
Generally, Bodilly found that
the study reported that “standardized, multiteams that concentrated on changing “core
ple-choice tests [required for state and district
elements of schooling appeared to have the
accountability] are misaligned with the classhighest payoff. Sites floundered when they
room practices of reforming schools and
took on too much too soon.”64
Bodilly also identified a large number
that traditional tests do not address the
of other variables that influenced the
knowledge, skills, and behaviors innovative
experience of the teams. These included
programs seek to promote.” This criticism —
the short amount of time that NASDC allotthat state-mandated tests do not properly
ted to the demonstration phase (two years);
evaluate what is going on in schools — has
the amount of preimplementation communibecome common among educators in recent
cation between the design teams and the
years, and such criticism is often warranted.
schools; the degree of fit between the design,
Yet some of the principals of the NASDCthe schools, and the school system; the
supported schools were voicing a more pointextent of support from teacher’s unions;
ed concern, namely that there was a mismatch
the degree of professional autonomy that
between the student-centered approaches of
teachers were willing to assume; and the
the design teams and the more traditional
level of commitment made by local education
evaluation practices used by states and disleaders to the reforms. In essence, the
tricts. One principal described that mismatch
NASDC reformers were discovering how
in classic progressive terms, declaring that
slow and difficult the process of changing
the problem with traditional tests was that
schools is and how hard reform is to sustain.
“[w]e have gone from a factory approach to a
16
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child-centered model of learning.” Another
principal derided the state test because it “is
more basic-skills oriented and we are doing
bigger things than that with our designs. We
are trying to be good thinkers.” 66 These arguments resemble the belief articulated by Rugg
and Shumaker above, namely that progressive
schools “concentrate on understanding, on
independent thinking, on critical judgment.
The end sought is not the storing up of facts,
but the development of the power to think.”
In essence, the principals’ stand echoed
claims made by progressive educators for
decades, i.e., that their schools ought not be
measured by traditional tests because such
tests only assess how well students have
“stored up facts.” They also reflect the attitudes of some of the creators of the original
NASDC designs. The authors of the ATLAS
proposal, for example, stated, “ATLAS
schools will not rely on traditional testing
because these methods warp teaching toward
the delivery of disconnected information.” 67
The problem with this argument, both
in the Progressive Era and today, is that if
progressive methods are better at getting
students to master subject matter, why
wouldn’t traditional tests demonstrate such
mastery as well as tests more specifically
aligned to progressive methods? In addition,
would NAS-supported schools continue to
receive political and moral support from
parents, educational leaders, teachers,
and community members if they failed to
show improvement on state-or districtmandated tests?

Challenges multiply
In all, the findings of the RAND studies
pointed to two important questions that would
continue to challenge NASDC and the design
teams in phase three. Could the design teams
stay focused on what they did best and avoid
becoming embroiled in outside situations that
would sap their time and energy? If Bodilly
was correct, the more the teams with narrowly
focused programs had to wrestle with broader
systemic issues, the less time they would

have to implement the things that they could
do effectively. These findings seemed to
support the idea that to be successful,
education change has to be straightforward,
clearly targeted, and incremental. From this
perspective, most education reform fails
because it overreaches, especially in such
areas as reinventing schools. Some scholars
such as Maris Vinovskis have argued that
an overemphasis on comprehensive or
systemic reform might preclude trying less
ambitious strategies that could prove equally
or more effective.68
The problems of overreaching in terms
of reinventing schools become even more
complicated when the political nature of such
reform is considered. School reform simply
cannot move faster than the community is
willing to allow, nor can it succeed if it
moves too far from what parents, teachers,
and community members believe about
schooling, i.e., if reform challenges what
sociologist Mary Haywood Metz has called
“real school.” For example, rather than
seeking education revolutions, parents across
the country have consistently reported that
their key concerns about education are safety
for their children, discipline, and mastering
basic skills.69
A 1995 survey of parents in the NASDC
jurisdictions of Cincinnati, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, San Diego, Seattle, Kentucky, and
Maryland provided an important glimpse
into parental attitudes and an insightful
perspective on the problems NASDC faced in
selling its whole-school designs. Conducted
by the Education Commission of the States in
conjunction with NASDC, the survey found
that people in the communities targeted by
NASDC were deeply divided about reform,
with 41 percent of respondents agreeing
that the schools in their districts needed a
“complete overhaul” and 51 percent declaring
that the schools needed “only minor tuning.”
When asked about the “directions such
changes should take,” the disagreements
were even sharper. Over a third of the
respondents wanted “the best of new and
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innovative methods”; just under a third wanted
simply open an envelope with design
“tried and true” basics, “and the remaining
specifications inside and transform
third thought there should be a combination
themselves. Rather, schools needed
of old and new methods.70 Without question,
significant amounts of professional
getting such communities to commit to longdevelopment and materials geared to the
range plans for whole-school transformations
designs. Thus, the designs and their
was a formidable challenge.
implementation assistance packages were
The second problem the RAND
the important products developed in the
researchers identified was how NASDC and
demonstration phase.72
its design teams would respond to a process
NASDC was discovering
of change that was slower,
that school reform, particularly
more incremental, and more
political than they had expectPeople in communities whole-school reform, was
arduous work involving a
ed. The demonstration phase
targeted
by
NASDC
host of stakeholders whose
indicated that NASDC’s origiwere deeply divided.
different and often conflicting
nal perspective was simplistic,
motives, agendas, and
even naive. NASDC could not
concerns impacted every
simply apply the business
aspect of the reform effort. By 1995,
metaphor — “develop and test a new product
NASDC leaders rarely spoke about creating
and then go sell it” — to education change.71
In a later study, Bodilly summed up the key
break-the-mold schools, and the words
findings from phase two in this way:
“educational revolution” had disappeared
entirely. To a considerable degree, the harsh
The single strongest lesson learned from
realities of education change were forcing
the demonstration experience was that
the tough-minded business leaders of this
the designs, by themselves, could not
initiative to adapt and adjust their approach
transform schools. Schools could not
and their expectations.

Scaling up and Scaling back
The scale-up phase has been a period of
significant transition for the entire NASDC
enterprise. Since mid-1995, the organization
has initiated both modest changes, such as
adopting its new name (New American
Schools) and major undertakings, including
dramatically increasing the number of
schools using its designs. In addition, phase
three ushered in a profound change in the
relation of NAS to the federal government
because in 1997, the Comprehensive School
Reform Demonstration Program — better
known as the Obey-Porter amendment —
was signed into law. During the debate on
this amendment, which was designed to
provide federal funds for schools to adopt
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“proven” school-reform designs, supporters
identified NAS as an exemplary program.
In fact, the final version of the amendment
included all seven NAS designs in a list of
reform initiatives that would qualify for these
funds. Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
NAS has gradually changed from being the
primary funding source of the design teams
to a service-providing agency that aids the
teams as they transform themselves into
self-sustaining organizations. Related to this
effort were initiatives to create supportive
reform environments in the jurisdictions
where NAS teams were working.73 All of
these developments have pointed in two
interrelated directions — NAS becoming

increasingly influential in shaping national
education policy and increasingly effective
in promoting its designs. By the late 1990s,
NAS had largely shed its image as an outsider
and become instead an important part of the
nation’s education power elite.
The name change offered a small but
significant glimpse into this transformation.
The shift from the New American Schools
Development Corporation to New American
Schools was explained at the time as
“symbolizing [the organization’s] move from
development to scale-up design.”74
More significant than the name change
was the dramatic expansion of NAS efforts.
Phase two ended in mid-1995 with 148
schools implementing designs
from the various NAS teams.
By mid-1997, two years into
phase three, that number had
Virtually
climbed to 553.75

root. In 1997, it was the twenty-first largest
school district in the country. Over 80
percent of its 111,000 students were African
American, and over 60 percent of the students
qualified for free or reduced-price school
lunches. According to Education Week’s Lynn
Olson, “Only 40 percent of the school system’s 9th graders met the standards for the
state’s minimum-competency test.”
By 1997, Memphis had almost reached
the NAS goal of having 30 percent of its
schools (actually 48 of its approximately 160
schools) adopting some form of whole-school
design. Superintendent Naomi “Gerry”
House was determined to use this approach to
transform the entire system. Her determination and the rapid pace of
change in the city led Johns
Hopkins research scientist
Samuel Stringfield, who
all the
closely monitoring both
jurisdictions NAS chose was
NAS and developments in
were urban districts.
A home in Memphis
Memphis, to declare, “The
One of the most important
Memphis school district is
aspects of the scale-up was
the best example this country
the nature of the schools and
has to offer of a district
districts that had engaged the design teams.
embracing school reform.” Indeed, by 1997,
Contrary to predictions of liberal critics that
educators from across the nation and around
NAS would ignore the needs of urban and
the world were visiting the city to witness its
minority youth, virtually all of the jurisdicdramatic changes.77
tions that NAS chose for the scale-up phase
More important than the number of
were low-achieving, urban districts, serving
Memphis schools implementing the designs
mostly poor and minority youngsters. One
and the good publicity the district received
RAND study of a sample of NAS schools
from its commitment to reform was the
found that, on average, 55 percent of the
encouraging news about student achievement
students in these schools qualified for free or
that appeared in 1998. A study conducted by
reduced-price lunches compared with a third
researchers at the University of Memphis, the
of all students nationwide. Though NAS
University of Tennessee at Knoxville, and
might be faulted for choosing to scale-up
Johns Hopkins provided “the first hard evionly in self-selected districts that were
dence of learning gains in schools that have
amenable to reform, the districts it chose
adopted designs sponsored by New American
were not places where success would be
Schools.” The study compared twenty-five
assured or even likely. Indeed, almost all of
schools that implemented NAS designs in
the NAS scale-up districts were confronting
1995-96 with a control group of schools that
the most serious types of education problems
had not adopted the reforms. The researchers
76
in the land.
found “significantly greater gains” in the
Memphis represented the kind of district
redesigned schools than in the nation as a
in which NAS-supported schools were taking
whole and in comparable but unreformed
The Evolution of the New American Schools: From Revolution to Mainstream
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schools in the Memphis district. University
of Memphis education professor Steven M.
Ross, who was the primary author of the
study, declared that these findings “provide
strong evidence that the redesign initiatives
are having a positive impact on student
learning.” Ross added that these developments ran counter to what the teachers in
the redesigned schools had anticipated.
Like the principals discussed earlier, the
teachers feared that the “hands-on, projectbased” approach of most designs would not
prepare the students well for standardized
state tests. Instead, the findings seemed to
confirm the faith of the reformers that these
approaches could boost achievement even on
traditional exams.78

As Glennan put it,
The importance of the teams becoming
self-sufficient means NAS has taken on
qualities of a venture capitalist, investing
in the development of new products and
service in new organizations. However, it
did not begin with this perspective.
In choosing the organizations in which to
invest, it gave very little attention to their
underlying financial and management
capabilities … It invested in the development of a product but, until the past two
years, paid little attention to other
capabilities of the enterprise necessary to
its success.79

This meant that the
design teams had to be
Design teams
This news on achieveweaned away from NAS
ment could not have come at
had to be weaned away funds and become fee-fora better time for NAS and its
service organizations that
from NAS funds.
design teams. By mid-1997,
would sell their wares to
NAS was well into a metavarious jurisdictions around
morphosis that made such
the country. For some teams,
good news essential. NAS was becoming
this change was relatively painless. Success
more of a clearinghouse than an initiator of
for All, the parent organization of Roots and
reform and was changing the design teams
Wings, was already a fee-for-service instituinto market-oriented purveyors of educational
tion with substantial experience in this area.
improvement. In addition, during this period
But others, such as the Modern Red
the relationship between NAS and the federal
Schoolhouse, which was created in response
government shifted, as NAS designs became
to the NASDC RFP, had virtually no business
eligible for substantial federal dollars
or marketing experience. Thus, during phase
following the 1997 passage of the Obeythree, NAS began sending financial and
Porter amendment.
marketing experts to the design teams to help
In his RAND study summarizing the
them develop business plans and marketing
first six years of NAS, Thomas Glennan,
strategies. At the same time, NAS began
Jr., compared the changing relationship of
addressing the problem of creating markets
NAS and the design teams to parents
for the designs.80
preparing their offspring to leave the nest.
Obey-Porter to the rescue
While continuing to aid the development
In creating these markets, the most
and implementation of the designs during the
immediate problem for NAS and the teams
early part of phase three, NAS increasingly
was finding funds that districts could use to
focused on helping the teams become
pay for the services that the teams provided.
self-sufficient organizations capable of
Since design-team fees for the first year of
marketing and supporting their products.
implementation alone could range from about
This was a very difficult transition for all
$50,000 to over $500,000, locating sources of
in involved.

Metamorphosis
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surprisingly, NASDC was a strong supporter
additional money that school districts could
of Obey-Porter and lobbied Congress on
use to pay for these services was crucial to
its behalf.83
the survival of the NAS initiatives. This
Indeed, it appeared as if NASDC and the
effort was especially crucial given that so
supporters of Obey-Porter were part of a
many of the clients targeted by NAS were
mutual admiration society. Throughout the
low-performing and financially strapped
debate about the amendment, its supporters,
urban systems.81
including President Clinton and Secretary
As has often been the case in the history
Riley, cited the NAS designs as representative
of modern American education, the funding
of the kinds of programs that
solution was found in
they hoped school districts
Washington. Help came in
would adopt. More importhe form of an amendment to
It appeared as if NAS
tant, the amendment eventualthe fiscal 1998 appropriation
ly included a list of seventeen
bill for the U.S. Department
and Obey-Porter
such programs, seven of
of Education. The amendwere
parts
of
a
mutual
which were the NAS designs;
ment was sponsored by
an eighth, Urban Learning
Reps. David Obey (D-WI)
admiration society.
Centers, was an original
and John Porter (R-IL), who
NASDC grantee that
were frustrated by the lack
remained strongly linked to
of progress in traditional
NAS. While the list has become controverTitle I programs. The amendment provided
sial due to the implication that these sevenabout $150 million ($120 million of which
teen were federally approved programs, its
came from Title I) for competitive grants to
benefits for NAS were considerable.84 As a
aid schools in adopting whole-school models
result of providing funding to help school
of change that had proven to be effective in
82
districts pay for NAS and other designs and
boosting the achievement of poor children.
of highlighting NAS designs as exemplary,
Officially known as the Comprehensive
Obey-Porter greatly expedited the NAS effort
School Reform Demonstration Program, but
to create markets for its teams.
more often referred to simply as “ObeyPorter,” the amendment provided individual
Thickening bonds with government
schools up to $50,000 for adopting “researchObey-Porter clearly marked a significant
based, school-wide” reform programs. As
change in the relationship between NAS and
part of the Title I program, the amendment
the federal government, but significant in
specifically slated the funds to help improve
what ways? Writing in 1996, David T.
the achievement of poor children. The
Kearns and John L. Anderson stated that the
assumption behind Obey-Porter was that a
NASDC “effort was founded by private sector
critical mass of well-proven, comprehensive
leaders with a promise to neither request or
school-reform initiatives existed in the counaccept any governmental funding.” On the
try and that school districts needed a finansurface, it appears that, by lobbying for the
cial impetus to adopt them. The Obey-Porter
amendment, NAS leaders were breaking that
definition of a comprehensive design was a
promise. Yet in actuality, NAS support for
nearly perfect fit with the NAS designs. It
Obey-Porter did not contradict the pledge.
included such elements as “effective researchGiven that Obey-Porter funds were mandated
based methods and strategies; comprehento go directly to school districts that, in turn,
sive design with aligned components; profeswould use them to purchase the services of
sional development; measurable goals and
various design teams, NAS itself did not
benchmarks; support within the school; [and]
benefit directly from the federal largesse.
parental and community involvement.” Not
The Evolution of the New American Schools: From Revolution to Mainstream
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Indeed, one could view Obey-Porter as
provided any evidence of success, but it
helping NAS fulfill the role it had originally
looked only at small sample of schools in a
been assigned in the Bush administration,
single district over a brief period of time. In
namely acting as a privately funded R&D
short, most of the NAS designs had not been
agency whose designs would be implemented
around long enough to warrant their placein a group of schools that
ment on a list of “proven”
received federal start-up
programs. Commenting on the
When
Obey-Porter
funds. Obey-Porter was
effectiveness of all of the proquite different from the
grams in the Obey-Porter list,
was enacted, none of
America 2000 proposal to
educational researcher Herbert
the NAS designs could Walberg stated, “Very few
create 535 model schools,
but its results were similar in
have any evidence at all, and
provide evidence of
practice. NAS and other
especially evidence that is
effectiveness.
nongovernmental reform
independent of developers.
organizations would supply
This kind of screening would
the designs, and the federal government
never be acceptable in medicine.”86
would support the start-up costs for their
implementation. Yet if Obey-Porter aided
Implementation examined
NAS in fulfilling an important goal, it also
In 1998 and 1999, several studies
indicated that NAS was changing from an
underscored the problem of inadequate data
agency committed to operating outside the
regarding not only the NAS designs, but
constraints of Washington into one that
most of the other programs on the Obeydepended on Washington for the success of
Porter list as well. The first of these, by
its venture. Now, like other institutions comSusan Bodilly, was another in the series of
prising the Washington education establishRAND inquiries into the NAS designs. Like
ment, NAS required federal funds to keep its
the earlier RAND studies, it concentrated on
programs operating.85
implementation issues, in this case focusing
The most troubling aspect of Obey-Porter,
on forty schools in seven of the NAS jurisdicand, by implication, of the new role played by
tions two years into the process. This study
NAS design teams in education reform, was
highlighted Bodilly’s findings from her earlinot the dependency on federal funding.
er work, namely that due to the numerous
Rather, it was the claims of “proven effectivestakeholders and variables involved in the
ness” for the designs. With the possible
process, whole-school reform was slow and
exception of Roots and Wings, at the time
difficult. Following on the heels of Obeythat Obey-Porter was enacted none of the
Porter, this study was a sobering reminder of
NAS designs could provide substantial evithe challenges that lay ahead for districts
dence of effectiveness in improving achieveseeking to implement whole-school designs.
ment. For example, as of 1998, all of the
As Bodilly put it in an interview, “We’re basiNAS RAND studies had focused on the
cally, in our analysis, providing a cautionary
implementation of the design teams’ protale about how difficult it is to grow reform
grams, not on their educational outcomes.
quickly . . . Don’t think that you can just buy
This focus made perfect sense given the
this off-the-shelf technology, plug it into a
relatively brief time that NAS and most of
school, and then things will improve. Much
the design teams had been in existence. But
of it depends on the schools and the districts
these studies did not prove that the NAS
themselves.”87
designs were successful in lifting student
Specifically, Bodilly found that over half
achievement. The Memphis study noted
of the thirty-three schools that had been
earlier was one of very few inquiries that
working on implementation for two years had
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successfully put in place core elements of the
become aberrant and threaten the entire
designs (meaning that either a majority of
enterprise. Bodilly came away from the
teachers was implementing
study stating, “I think the
the elements or that it had
idea of supporting comprebecome institutionalized).
hensive school reform is the
About 45 percent of the
way to go. [However] so
“If whole-school
schools had not reached that
much is going to depend on
reforms
practiced
stage in the two years. The
how states choose to manage
truth-in-advertising,
remaining seven schools in
this effort, and whether they
the sample had been working
choose to add burdensome
even the best
on implementation for only
processes or to support
would
warn:
one year, and, of these, three
good practice.”89
were at the “piloting phase”
Bodilly’s research was
‘Works if implemented.
and four were still planning.
piece in a larger body
Implementation varies.’” one
A host of reasons explained
of literature focused on
this uneven progress, includchallenges in implementing
ing political and leadership
whole-school designs
upheavals in some districts, an often hurried
generally. In an insightful 1999 article, Lynn
pace in the original process of selecting
Olson summarized this literature, declaring,
designs, difficulties between design teams
“If whole-school reforms practiced truth-inand school personnel, the quality of commuadvertising, even the best would carry a
nication between designers and educators,
warning like this: ‘Works if implemented.
and the nature of the designs themselves.
Implementation varies.’” Olson found that
Bodilly argued her findings from this
“implementation is often problematic and
study could lead to two very different interinconsistent, even at school sites that are
pretations:
listed as exemplars.” Besides dealing with
multiple variables and stakeholders, wholeIf one is familiar with past reform efforts
school design teams faced problems because
or with the difficulties of complex
at times they were committed to contradictory
organizational change in the public sector,
elements in the school-reform process.
these results probably look quite positive.
Rebecca Herman, project director of the
Seeing any movement at all in a two-year
American Institutes of Research (AIR) study
period, other than the adoption of a small
An Educator’s Guide to Schoolwide Reform,
program or adoption by some part of the
the first major study to look at a wide range
school, can be considered strong progress.
of whole-school reform programs, described
For those used to command-based
that situation with the following example:
organization or to organizations free from
“On the one hand, they want teachers to feel
the influence of local politics, these
ownership of a design and to be able to shape
results might be frustrating, even bleak.88
what it looks like in their school. On the
other hand, they want to maintain enough
Yet even if one accepted the interpretaintegrity for the design to remain intact.”
tion that substantial progress had been made,
Such challenges led some researchers to conit was impossible to ignore the key theme that
clude that reforming “some deeply troubled
ran through the study, namely that achieving
schools” might have to “start simple, with
whole-school reform was arduous.
less comprehensive programs focused on
Implementing the designs demanded
building the teaching capacity to ensure basic
unrelenting attention to multiple independent
skills.” Only then might reformers take more
variables, any one of which could suddenly
ambitious steps.90
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Specifically, the AIR study rated only
three designs as having “strong” positive
Yet even as researchers examined the
effects on student achievement: Direct
problems of implementation, one persistent
Instruction, High Schools that Work, and
question continued to echo: Do successfully
Success for All, none of which were NAS
implemented designs necessarily guarantee
designs. Of the eight NAS programs
improvements in educational achievement?
(including Urban Learning Centers), AIR
As noted above, many thoughtful individuals
rated Expeditionary Learning as “promising”
who had closely followed the NAS initiative
and Roots and Wings as only “marginal” in
assumed that this was the case. Susan
boosting achievement. AIR
Bodilly, for example, asserted
gave all the other NAS
that comprehensive school
With no data
designs a “no research”
reform “is the way to go,”
on
achievement,
one
rating on achievement
and Lynn Olson argued that
mainly because none had
whole-school reform “works
wonders about the
enough data for
if implemented.” Yet as late
research and evaluation amassed
such an evaluation. The
as 1999, there was precious
component
of
the
“no research” rating did
little evidence that those
not seem to trouble the NAS
assumptions were warranted.
initiative.
designs teams. The response
The first study to try to
to this rating from a
tackle the question of how
spokesperson
for
the Audrey Cohen program
effective whole-school reform was in terms
probably represented the views of many of
of improving student achievement was the
the NAS-supported efforts: “[W]e are a
1999 AIR study An Educator’s Guide to
younger design team. To leap to a conclusion
Schoolwide Reform (noted above). It examabout our potential or our effectiveness is
ined twenty-four whole-school reform propremature.”92
grams, including all the NAS designs and the
The problem with that response was
nine other programs on the “approved” Obeythat the AIR study had been conducted
Porter list. The report was labeled by
fully five years after the NAS teams began
Education Week as “the most important rating
implementing their designs in dozens of
of such programs by an independent research
schools across the country. Over that time
group.” Commissioned by five major educathere should have been a considerable amount
tion organizations (including two national
of data on the relationship between the
teachers’ unions), the study began by noting:
various designs and achievement in those
“Much has been written lately about schoolschools. If there really were no data on that
wide programs, those efforts that promise to
relationship, then one would have to wonder
improve student learning by changing the
about the larger research and evaluation
entire school. Most of the prose describing
component of the NAS initiative.
these efforts remains uncomfortably silent
about their effectiveness.” In investigating
Arguing over evaluation
effectiveness, the study found that, while
Another glimpse into this apparent
some whole-school designs appeared to have
problem with research and evaluation
potential for improving student achievement,
appeared in June 1999, when NAS president
at the time only a few programs had demonJohn Anderson published a “Commentary”
strated the kinds of results their supporters
column in Education Week that challenged
originally had forecast. The most important
the AIR study as inadequate. While Anderson
finding was “that only a few approaches
praised the study as “admirable” in its
have documented their positive effects on
91
intentions, he maintained that it was flawed
student achievement.”

Effectiveness questioned
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in its approach and its conclusions. “Not
surprisingly,” he argued,

process of evaluating data about operation of
the programs with the process of evaluating
data on improving student
AIR took a traditional
achievement. Anderson’s
approach, gathering the
position was akin to saying
relatively small body of
that if a software company
“Reliance on limited
published research on the
introduced an innovative proand
often
programs as its evidence
duction process that efficientof effectiveness. But this
ly turned out exciting new
time-consuming
sort of reliance on limitprograms, evaluations of
research as a way
ed and often time-conthose programs were “outof
assessing
suming research as a way
moded” if they ignored the
of assessing comprehencomprehensive designs production process and
sive designs may be outfocused instead on whether
may be outmoded.”
moded. What is called
the resulting software was
for is a new approach to
actually useful for the people
holding educational
who purchased it. Moreover,
innovation accountable.
by questioning what he
termed “traditional” evaluation methods for
Throughout the column Anderson
assessing the designs, particularly the use of
reiterated the idea that “traditional” evaluation
representative samples for research into broad
took too long, ignored data on progress that
phenomena, Anderson seemed to be questionschools were gathering almost on a daily
ing one of the fundamentals of social science
basis, and, in any case, was too limited by
research.
small sample sizes to provide a complete
In addition, in doubting traditional forms
picture of design-based reform in a national
of evaluation, he seemed to be echoing consetting. As he put it, “Even the most careful
cerns of early-twentieth-century progressive
research on a handful of campuses and a
educators and, more recently, the principals of
handful of matched schools could not give us
NAS-supported schools (cited earlier), who
a picture of what happens when models are
argued that traditional testing could not accuused in hundreds of schools.” Moreover,
rately assess the type of education going on in
Anderson seemed troubled by the attention
their schools. Was Anderson implying that
AIR gave to student achievement in making
the NAS designs were so novel that traditionits assessments. While he recognized that
al approaches to research could not capture
student performance should be part of any
what they were doing? Was he questioning
evaluation of whole-school reform, he felt
all traditional external review of the NAS
it needed to be viewed in the context of such
programs? Finally, despite his concerns
reform, not as a single, isolated item.
about traditional evaluation practices,
“Beyond academic results,” he asserted,
Anderson cited traditionally derived student
“design teams should be judged on other
achievement data from Memphis as evidence
practices involving their relationship with
that the designs in that city were working.
schools and school districts. Practices
Indeed, over the next year Memphis
involving implementation, communication,
continued to be cited as the stellar example
and data collection are all vital to viable
of NAS success.94
93
campus change.”
Anderson’s response to the AIR report
Mixed reviews, continued growth
If Anderson feared that the AIR report
was interesting in several respects. Most
would have serious repercussions for NAS,
importantly, he seemed to conflate the
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developments over the next year should have
mentation appeared to have reached a plateau.
dispelled such concerns. In March 2000, for
Whether this leveling off meant the schools
example, NAS announced the creation of a
were losing their enthusiasm for reform or
new “$15.7 million fund to provide loans and
were increasingly comfortable with and
technical assistance to the providers of
relaxed about it was unclear. What was clear
research-based, whole-school designs and to
was that elementary schools, smaller schools,
school districts putting the
and schools with strong
designs into place.”
principals were the most
Supported by grants and other
successful in implementing
funds from the U.S.
the designs. Differences in
Dramatic achievement
Department of Education, the
jurisdictions also played a
Carnegie Corporation of New
role. The RAND researchers
gains were not made.
York, and Prudential Insurance
found higher levels of
Company, this fund was anothimplementation “in those
er important step in the NAS
districts that were more
strategy to create markets for
supportive of the NAS
its design teams. In fact, due to NAS marketdesigns and characterized by stability of
ing efforts and other factors such as Obeydistrict leadership (e.g., Memphis).” As with
Porter funds, during the scale-up phase the
previous RAND studies, this one also found
NAS experienced impressive increases in the
that design teams with the most experience
number of schools involved with the initiain reform and those with core programs such
tive. According to Education Week, in 2001,
as Roots and Wings fared better in implemensome 3,000 schools nationwide were using
tation than more comprehensive programs
NAS designs, a more than fivefold increase
such as the Modern Red Schoolhouse.97
95
The first-time data on performance were
since 1997.
Efforts to evaluate the NAS designs durequally mixed. The study focused on
ing this period of expansive growth continued
“whether NAS schools made gains in test
apace. Despite John Anderson’s concerns
scores relative to their respective jurisdicabout traditional evaluation strategies, NAS
tions.” In general, the researchers declared,
continued to support RAND’s carefully
“Dramatic achievement gains were not made,
designed research on schools involved in the
although some designs fared better than othNAS initiative. Early in 2001, RAND pubers.” Specifically, they found that 50 percent
lished another in its series of NAS studies
or more of the NAS schools in Cincinnati,
that not only investigated the implementation
Memphis, Miami, and Kentucky showed
process, but for the first time examined stuimprovement in mathematics, while 50 perdent performance resulting from the designs.
cent or more of the schools in Cincinnati,
The study was based on a sample of schools
Philadelphia, San Antonio, and Washington
in eight of the NAS scale-up jurisdictions
improved in reading. When looking at all of
(Cincinnati, Dade County [Miami], Memphis,
the schools in the sample, the study’s results
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Antonio,
were slightly worse. “In total,” the
Kentucky, and Washington State).96
researchers wrote, “of the 163 schools for
As with previous RAND studies, the
which we have data allowing us to compare
researchers uncovered considerable variation
performance relative to the district or state,
regarding implementation. Generally they
81 schools (50 percent) made gains relative to
found that schools made steady progress in
the district in mathematics and 76 schools (46
the first year of implementation, but in
percent) made gains in reading.”98
In comparing student achievement by
schools “that had been implementing for two
design teams, the RAND researchers
or more years in 1997” the degree of imple26
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identified Roots and Wings as “the most
As with other RAND studies, this one
consistent” design, “with 10 out of 21
underscored the difficulties and complexities
schools making progress in both reading and
associated with whole-school reform. Success,
mathematics relative to the district.” The
the researchers stated, would in large part
Modern Red Schoolhouse design, which had
depend on “perseverance on the part of the
eleven schools in the sample, did even better,
teachers and a great deal of support from the
with seven of its schools improving in math
NAS, the design teams, and perhaps most
and eight in reading. Other designs showed
importantly, the districts.”101
considerable variation. Of the Audrey Cohen
schools, for example, five out of eight schools
The Memphis blues
improved in math but only two in reading.
The accuracy of this last comment
Similarly, nine of twenty-four ATLAS schools
became painfully apparent not long after the
and only four of sixteen Expeditionary
RAND study was published.
Learning schools improved
On June 18, 2001, NAS was
in math, while fifteen of the
hit with the most serious
former and eight of the latter
setback in its history when
improved in reading.99
After six years and
In all, the RAND
Johnnie Watson, superinten$12 million, Memphis
researchers neither despaired
dent of the Memphis City
students
showed
nor celebrated. In their
Schools, announced to
conclusion, they noted that
“a stunned school board”
virtually no gains.
the 1991 NASDC RFP
that he was abandoning the
declared that the organization
district’s six-year involvement
was “not interested in increwith whole-school reform.
mental changes that promise, at best, modest
Since 1995, when Watson’s predecessor,
improvements in student achievement
Gerry House, had brought her city’s schools
compared to conventional classrooms or
into the NAS orbit, Memphis was regularly
100
schools.” Yet the inescapable finding
cited as the city that was implementing
from this study was that, despite millions of
whole-school reform in the right way.
dollars and enormous effort, over the course
Moreover, following early reports of
of a decade what NAS had brought about
improved student achievement in redesigned
was at best incremental change and modest
schools, Memphis also seemed to be the
achievement gains.
place where the NAS and other designs
However, the RAND researchers did not
were working as predicted. By 1999, House
believe that this lukewarm assessment told the
was one of the most honored urban school
whole story:
superintendents in the nation, and Memphis
was an international showcase for wholeFrom another perspective, one might view
school reform.102
Yet in the spring of 2000, when Watson
the findings . . . with cautious optimism.
took over from House, he found a deeply
The results that suggest some design
troubled district. In the late 1990s, House
teams have worked with challenging
had mandated that all of its more than 160
schools, implemented their designs at
schools adopt a reform model, a policy that
relatively higher levels, and experienced
angered and alienated many teachers. Amid
achievement gains imply that some
growing complaints, and with mounting
NAS designs hold promise for improving
evidence of poor student performance on
the achievement of students attending
state achievement tests, in November 2000
high poverty schools in urban areas of
Watson ordered an internal study of how well
this nation.
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whole-school reform was actually doing in
experience with the reforms. In addition,
the district. The study found that after six
researchers brought together ten focus groups
years of reform and some
of teachers and administrators
$12 million spent, Memphis
to review the effort. The surstudents showed virtually no
vey and focus groups found
gains and in some cases
that, while some Memphis
The failure of NAS
declines in state test scores in
educators firmly endorsed
to establish clear,
mathematics, reading, and
key goals and elements of the
replicable ways
English. This finding was
designs, many more felt burnot entirely unexpected even
dened and overwhelmed by
to measure progress
by the NAS. According to
the reform process. Teachers
was
an
the 2001 RAND report on
complained about too little
important shortcoming. professional development, too
student performance, Stephen
M. Ross, the University of
many meetings, and too much
Memphis researcher who
paperwork. As one teacher
conducted the earlier study
put it, “A lot more hands-on
that showed dramatic gains in achievement,
work would have been done with the students
produced another study in 1999 that found
if we weren’t so focused on getting the paperonly “small, nonsignificant advantages”
work done.” After Watson made his decision
in achievement when comparing design-based
to end the program, one teacher told him simand traditional schools. Not surprisingly,
ply, “Thank you for letting us teach.”
this study had received far less attention
Apparently there was also a widespread feelthen the earlier one, yet it should have
ing that the reforms “strayed too far from
signaled that something was amiss in the
basics in a district where too many students
reform program.103
[were] below grade level.” Other factors listThe internal Memphis study went beyond
ed as contributing to the teachers’ disenchantaggregate data on student achievement in the
ment were poor leadership by principals, a
district as a whole. It also looked closely at
mandate by the central administration that
the performance of all of the design-based
schools adopt reform models whether they
schools in the district. The study discovered
wanted to or not, and a lack of resources to
that only three of the eighteen reform models
support necessary changes. As the president
implemented in the city had boosted student
of the Memphis Education Association
achievement. None of the three successful
observed, “For a long time now, teachers in
models was an NAS design. Indeed, one
Memphis city schools have been trying to
NAS design, ATLAS, which had been implerelay a message that these models just weren’t
mented in four schools, was singled out as
working.” Put simply, the teachers did not
having “the most negative impact” on student
buy into the reform process. University of
achievement of any of the reform models.
Memphis researcher Stephen M. Ross
The report found that even Success for All,
summed up the situation: “The big mistake
which was being used in almost 25 percent of
Memphis made was all the teachers weren’t
the Memphis schools, performed poorly.104
on board.”105
Evidence of weak pupil achievement was
Measurement woes
not the only factor involved in Watson’s deciBut there may have been another imporsion to end rather than mend the program.
tant shortcoming at the heart of the Memphis
The Memphis study also included a survey
debacle, the failure of NAS to establish clear,
that questioned almost forty-six hundred of
replicable ways to measure the progress of
the seven thousand teachers, administrators,
students in NAS-supported schools from the
and staff members in the district about their
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beginning. In all, between 1998 and 2001,
researchers conducted four separate studies of
student achievement in Memphis. Each
found something different. Ross’s 1998 study
reported that NAS-supported schools made
substantial improvement on standardized test
scores compared to non-redesigned schools.
His 1999 study, however, found little difference between redesigned and non-redesigned
schools. The 2001 RAND study that examined student performance in a number of
NAS jurisdictions found that “Among the 30
NAS schools [in the Memphis sample], a
little over half made gains relative to the district in math . . . and 11 of the 30 schools
made gains in reading.” In short, there was
some progress in math, but not much progress
in reading. The recent internal study by the
district researchers did not even find that
much improvement. After examining test
scores across the six years of reform, they
found stagnation or decline.106
Why were these findings so different?
This is not just an arcane question about
research design. Rather, it goes to the heart
of the concerns discussed earlier about the
weak evaluation component of NAS generally.
Only a well-designed research program that
evaluated student performance in the restructured schools over time could have provided
the consistent, reliable data that supporters
and detractors of the NAS initiative should
have considered in determining the future of
the program. Without such research, the
political elements of NAS-style reform effort
became more pronounced.
The RAND studies have consistently
shown that maintaining long-term support for
reform is one of the most difficult challenges
in this enterprise. If the NAS designs are
effective in producing achievement gains,
then rigorous, well-designed studies of student progress will help convince parents,
teachers, and community members to stick
with the reforms. Similarly, if the reforms
fall short of their promises, as they apparently
did in Memphis, then such research can
signal to school leaders when it is time to

cut their losses by ending the experiments.107
In many ways, these developments
reinforce the idea that Memphis was an
exemplary site for examining whole-school
reform. During the House years, the city
was, in the words of one commentator cited
earlier, “the best example this country has to
offer of a district embracing school reform.”
Yet less than a year into the Watson era,
Memphis became the best example in the
country of the tenuous nature of such reform.
How important is the rejection of wholeschool reform in Memphis? What impact
will this decision have on the future of NAS?
While it is certainly too soon to offer definitive answers to these questions, it seems likely
that NAS will weather this storm, although its
momentum might be somewhat slowed. The
flow of Obey-Porter and, increasingly, Title 1
funds to support whole-school reform as a
cure for the ills of urban schools will sustain
NAS and its design teams for many years to
come. Whole-school change may be one of
the most, if not the most, important educational reform effort in the nation today.

Going national
Indeed, as whole-school reform has
become increasingly popular, NAS has sought
for itself an even greater role as national
leader of this initiative. Recognizing the
enormous potential for expanding the use of
whole-school designs, in the last year and
a half NAS introduced a series of new
initiatives to encourage this growth and to
address problems associated with it—and to
confirm its own preeminence in this domain.
Early in 2000, for example, NAS created a
“blue-ribbon panel” composed of sixteen
educational, political, and business leaders
to set standards that school districts could use
to make decisions about adopting available
designs. Education Week noted that the
standards were not to be used to rate the
designs. Rather “the panel will try to identify
criteria that, if met, indicate a design has
reasonable objectives, the capacity to deliver,
and proven results.”108
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Related to this effort, NAS and the
important, and, in some cases, necessary
Council for Basic Education joined together
additions to its earlier efforts. Moreover,
to create an independent, nonprofit organizamany of these developments seem to indicate
tion, the Education Quality Institute. The
a trend in which NAS plays a key role as an
purpose of the institute is to “rate the quality
arbiter of the whole-school reform model.
of whole-school designs and other educational
But they also provide evidence that NAS is
intervention strategies on an
increasingly becoming an instiongoing basis.” In addition,
tution with deep roots inside
in 2000 NAS set up the
the Beltway. It is hard to
Memphis raises
Education Entrepreneurs
escape the impression that
questions about whether NAS is bent on becoming a
Fund, patterned after the
whole-school reform is permanent Washington fixture
business world’s venturecapital funds and touted in
out to protect and expand its
the best strategy for
a press release as “the only
slice of the federal education
improving troubled
investment fund established
budget — a very far cry indeed
and designed to help
from what Lamar Alexander
urban schools.
non-profit and for-profit
and David Kearns had enviproviders of comprehensive
sioned a decade earlier. For the
school reform services to implement their
foreseeable future, that goal seems secure, as
research-based designs.”109
whole-school reform gains more and more
Even as it was working to expand the
adherents and ever-larger appropriations. Yet
emerging market for whole-school reform
the warning that Memphis sounded for NAS
and to provide information for school
(and that the earlier Bensenville and Gaston
districts entering the market, NAS was adding
County experiences should have sounded) is
new designs to its portfolio of programs. For
that the future of whole-school reform rests as
example, in February 2000, the Accelerated
much on the fluid and unpredictable nature of
Schools Project, a comprehensive reform proeducational politics, changes in leadership,
gram centered at the School of Education of
and the sufferance of parents and teachers as
the University of Connecticut, joined NAS. 110
it does on successful marketing, buy-in from
Underlying all these efforts was the
key administrators, and substantial federal
determination to keep federal funds flowing
funds to support adoption of whole-school
for whole-school reform. Throughout this
designs. Moreover, the Memphis experience
period, NAS leaders, particularly its new
highlights the importance of the education
president, Mary Anne Schmitt, played an
bottom line for all such reform efforts.
active role in debates about federal education
If student achievement as measured by test
policy and lobbied Congress on behalf of
scores that are easily understood by parents
this reform strategy. For example, in applaudand community members does not rise, the
ing passage of the elementary-secondary
reform effort will not last.
education bill by the U.S. Senate in midThus, Memphis raises questions about
2001, Schmitt singled out for special praise
whether the commitment to whole-school
an amendment “to expand and reform the
reform is the best strategy for seeking to
comprehensive school reform program.”
improve educational outcomes in troubled
As she put it, that amendment was “our top
urban schools. With so many unmanageable
111
legislative priority for the year.”
and unpredictable variables, whole-school
Given the increasing popularity of wholereform will always be tenuous. It may be that
school designs and the substantial amount of
one important lesson from the NAS initiative
federal dollars available to support this type
is that reforms involving fewer variables
of reform, these NAS initiatives are logical,
may have greater likelihood of success.
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Maris Vinovskis and other scholars have
suggested that less ambitious and less costly
efforts such as increasing and improving
summer schools and summer learning might
yield gains as great as or greater than comprehensive school change. As long as we
remain committed to whole-school reform

as a primary approach to educational
improvement (especially when evaluations
show that these reforms are producing at
best modest results), we lessen the chance
to test other less dramatic but possibly more
effective initiatives.112

Conclusion
It is difficult to assess the impact of the
New American Schools initiative on U.S.
education, especially when compared to its
original goals. Certainly, it has not produced
what its founders envisioned when President
George Bush introduced it a decade ago on
that summer day in the Rose Garden. The
heady predictions that NASDC would bring
about an educational revolution or even fundamental and dramatic changes in American
schools proved to be so much Washington
hype. NAS has supported a set of highly
touted designs, helped its design teams
implement them across the nation, and
effectively lobbied the federal government to
provide funds for school districts that are
interested in introducing these (or similar)
designs into their schools. But it has created
no revolution.
Early in the NAS initiative, perhaps as
early as the original request for proposals,
the enterprise abandoned any revolutionary
tendencies and headed toward the educational
mainstream. NASDC leaders were seemingly
unaware of how ironic it was to begin a
would-be revolution with an RFP process,
which by its nature would attract and reward
those educators most successful at writing
proposals and winning grants. Consequently,
most of the winners of NASDC funding
were highly regarded, well-established
educators, the very people whose work was
already influential and well recognized.
The predominance of the status quo was
accentuated when NAS dropped most of its
community-based programs at the end of

phases one and two.
Given the composition of most of the
winning teams, it was not surprising that
many of the education ideas underlying the
designs reflected the conventional wisdom
among educators. More troubling is that
most of the successful proposals relied on
one particular set of conventional education
ideas, namely those drawn from the
Progressive movement of the early twentieth
century. Most design teams, by allying
themselves with the progressive education
tradition, disregarded research findings
showing that when ideas such as downplaying
discipline-based instruction were put into
practice, they had a generally poor record
in producing achievement gains, especially
among disadvantaged students. Given the
concentration of NAS designs in poorperforming urban districts, that last point is
particularly salient.
In 1997, with the passage of the ObeyPorter amendment, NAS continued its
movement into the educational mainstream.
Indeed, supporters of Obey-Porter, including
President Clinton, pointed to NAS and its
designs as exemplars of how to promote
effective change in troubled schools. In
several ways, the debate about and passage
of Obey-Porter constituted a significant rite
of passage for NAS, marking its emergence
as a Washington education insider. With the
signing of the bill, NAS lined up with other
education interest groups to lobby Congress
for funds to support its favored programs.
In its current incarnation, NAS is almost
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indistinguishable from the foundations
to offer of a district embracing school
and government agencies that have
reform.” In short, the jury is still out on the
dominated school-reform efforts for decades.
value of whole-school reform, even though
It has become part of the very education
this strategy is now deeply embedded in
establishment its leaders had once sought
federal programs, including the massive Title
to circumvent.
I program.
More important than the changed status
Second is the continuing problem of
of NAS is the increasing
evaluation, which seems
prominence of NAS-style
particularly acute in relation
NAS is now almost
whole-school reform as one
to NAS-supported programs.
of the most visible, popular,
The only way that states,
indistinguishable from
and important education
districts, and schools can
the
foundations
and
change strategies in the land.
wisely use the emerging
government agencies
NAS has played a key role
market in off-the-shelf
in that development. It is
whole-school designs that
that have dominated
perhaps the most significant
Obey-Porter has helped
school-reform
efforts
contribution the organization
create is if they have reliable
has made to education reform
data about the effectiveness
for decades.
since its founding. Yet it is a
of the various designs in
troubling development for
boosting student achieveseveral reasons.
ment. Efforts in education reform not only
First, the fundamental assumption of
need studies about which designs are most
Obey-Porter and other efforts to promote
effective in general, but also need to identify
whole-school reform is the existence of a critwhich designs are most effective in which
ical mass of designs proven to be effective in
settings and with which groups of students.
boosting student achievement among children
Unless NAS and other whole-school reform
in poorly performing schools. However,
programs provide potential clients with reliexcept for a small number of programs like
able findings about student achievement from
Success for All, to date the vast majority of
well-designed, rigorously conducted studies,
entries on the ever-lengthening Obey-Porter
these clients cannot make astute choices
list of exemplary programs (which includes
among the various whole-school offerings.
all the NAS designs and many others) have
Finally, and perhaps of greatest impornot been proven effective. In the case of the
tance, the prominence of NAS-style wholeNAS designs, the recent RAND study of
school reform raises the question of whether
student performance in NAS-supported
this approach to education improvement has
schools states simply: “Dramatic achievement
pushed aside less dramatic but possibly more
gains were not made, although some designs
effective initiatives. With every study of the
fared better than others.” Despite the original
NAS initiative, RAND researchers have
determination of NAS not to fund programs
revealed the vast scope, tangled character, and
that would bring about only “incremental
arduous nature of introducing whole-school
changes [or], at best, modest improvements
reform in urban districts. These studies seem
in student achievement,” RAND says, that is
to imply that people concerned about the
exactly what the NAS-supported designs
improvement of urban education should also
produced: “at best” incremental and modest
be investigating less complex and ambitious
113
gains. And the newest study conducted by
programs and policies in addition to wholeresearchers from the Memphis public schools
school reforms.
questions even those results in a city once
For example, improving teacher
touted as “the best example this country has
preparation to insure that all teachers come
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to their classrooms well educated both in
teacher noted that “since Memphis has such a
content and in ways to make that content
mobile student population students fell even
accessible to a diverse student body is as
further behind because nothing was the same
important in schools offering break-the-mold
from school to school.”114 High rates of
student mobility are an ever-present feature
designs as in traditional schools. Having a
of all urban school districts. Yet the NAS
strong, content-rich curriculum to guide
design teams did not appear
teachers is equally vital.
to have taken that vital fact
Finally, no reform can operof urban life and education
ate effectively without wellinto consideration when they
designed, ongoing evaluaThere is no critical
developed their programs.
tion programs that can
mass
of
designs
proven
The seeds for great gains may
gauge student progress and
lie in such small insights about
identify areas that need
effective in boosting
student mobility rates and
improvement.
achievement among
districtwide curricula.
After Memphis ended
children
in
poorly
Whether a system adopts
its experiment with wholewhole-school reform or merely
school reform, one of the
performing schools.
tries to fine-tune existing
first changes the new superschools, success may ultimately
intendent made was to order
depend most on paying
a new districtwide curricuattention to basics, not just reading, writing,
lum. A primary reason behind this policy was
and math, but also teacher preparation,
the problem Memphis had experienced in
curriculum, and student evaluation.
adopting so many different designs. One
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